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Featured Application: Neural Architecture Search (NAS) on linguistic tasks.
Abstract: In this paper, we apply the neural architecture search (NAS) method to Korean
grammaticality judgment tasks. Since the word order of a language is the final result of complex
syntactic operations, a successful neural architecture search in linguistic data suggests that NAS can
automate language model designing. Although NAS application to language has been suggested
in the literature, we add a novel dataset that contains Korean-specific linguistic operations, which
adds great complexity in the patterns. The result of the experiment suggests that NAS provides an
architecture for the language. Interestingly, NAS has suggested an unprecedented structure that
would not be designed manually. Research on the final topology of the architecture is the topic of our
future research.
Keywords: deep learning; neural architecture search; word ordering; Korean syntax

1. Introduction
In this paper, we apply a modified neural architecture search (NAS) proposed in [1–6] to a
grammaticality task for Korean linguistic phenomena. To our knowledge, it is a novel approach
to language modeling of Korean linguistic phenomena in terms of automatic neural architecture
design. The successful application of deep learning in various fields is due to its automation of
pattern finding and powerful performance on difficult problems [7,8]. The fields include image
recognition [9,10], natural language processing (NLP) [11,12], game artificial intelligence (AI) [13],
self-driving system [14,15], and agriculture [16], among many others. In particular, the deep learning
methods have been applied to the fields of psycholinguistics, which attempt to identify the cognitive
processing of human languages [17]. This success requires a need for architecture engineering, where
more complex neural architectures are designed manually for different tasks. Although open-source
toolkits for deep learning have become more various and easy to use [18], the diversity of tasks
raises the need for the automation of architecture engineering. NAS, which aims to automate
architecture engineering, focuses on automation of engineering architectures, and NAS methods have
shown successful results in various tasks including image classification [19,20], object detection [21],
or semantic segmentation [22].
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NAS can be treated as a subfield of autoML [1] and significantly overlaps with hyper-parameter
optimization [23]. Hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) mainly uses Bayesian optimization; however,
it cannot generate the topology of neural architecture. The purpose of Baysian optimization is not
on the generation of a topology. By its design, this focuses on parameter optimization of a neural
architecture. The optimized neural architecture by the HPO would not change the final topology of the
original neural network. The autoML thus contains two steps: the first step is to generate topology by
using NAS; the second step is to optimize the hyperparameter of the neural network created by NAS.
To generate topology, we need to adopt an evolutionary algorithm. While there are many different
kinds of evolutionary algorithms available, the algorithms in question are required to begin from the
minimum structure. Here we adopt the variable chromosome genetic algorithm [6], which does not
require the minimum structure. This translates into a more efficient tuning method for existing deep
learning models to achieve a higher rate of accuracy, as we can start directly from the previous status
into a higher accuracy model.
In line with this growing interest in automated architecture engineering, we apply the NAS
method to word order patterns found in Korean. Linearization is a process of generating grammatical
word orders for a given set of words. Syntactic linearization systems refer to the process of making the
grammatical word orders with their syntactic trees. Various word order patterns have been accounted
for under syntactic linearization [24,25]. Recently, various language models have been widely tested
with various types of word ordering tasks including sentence corrections and word predictions using
sequence-to-sequence approaches. They have been compared in terms of their accuracy, and the
literature has proven successful on the tasks even without any explicit syntactic information [26].
The Korean language poses an interesting challenge in word order patterns due to two linguistic
phenomena: (i) scrambling [4], which permits different ordering of elements, as shown in (1); and (ii)
argument ellipsis [5], which permits the missing argument as shown in (2) (the missing argument is
crossed in the example). These two properties add complexity into word order patterns, which only
exhibit a resulting linear word order that contains underlying linguistic operations.
(1)

(2)

a. John-i
Mary-lul
John-subject
Mary-object
‘John likes Mary.’
b. Mary-lul
Johin-i
Mary-object
John-subject
‘John likes Mary.’
a. (John-i)
Mary-lul
b. John-i
(Mary-lul)
c. (John-i)
(Mary-lul)

coahanta.
like
coahanta.
like
coahanta.
coahanta.
coahanta.

Our application of the NAS model to identify word order patterns in Korean yields interesting
findings. We show that the patterns in Korean shown above do not require recurrent neural network
language models [27] for the desired result. To our knowledge, the application of NAS with a
genetic algorithm to language modeling sheds new light on the automated architecture engineering of
language models.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces NAS with a genetic algorithm suggested
in previous research [6]. Section 3 expresses methodology of NAS, Section 4 conducts an experiment
on Korean word order patterns. Subsequently, Section 5 contains a discussion and conclusion.
2. Background
2.1. Automated Machine Learning (AutoML)
AutoML is a state-of-the-art deep learning technique that automates the designing of neural
network architecture for deep learning. Designing architecture is the most important stage in deep
learning, since several types of performance are determined by the design. The majority of the current
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architecture is developed manually, which is both a time-consuming and error-prone process [1].
However, as problems for deep learning tasks have scaled up to more challenging and complex tasks,
a manual design has become more difficult [28].
The goal of autoML is to find the best performing learning algorithm without human
intervention [29]. There are several approaches to autoML: hyper-parameter optimization (HPO),
metalearning, and NAS.
HPO aims to find an optimal hyperparameter in a specific neural network. A hyperparameter is a
parameter that is necessary for a deep learning process [30]. The optimization of a hyperparameter
is very difficult because each deep learning process has different hyperparameters [2,3]. HPO finds
these hyperparameters automatically using various methods. Bayesian optimization (BO) is the most
famous method for this.
Metalearning can improve the performance of neural networks by using metadata. The challenge
for the meta-learning methods is that it must learn from the prior experience in a systematic, data-driven
way [2]. However, the final performance of the meta-learning methods is generally lower than the
HPO or NAS.
NAS techniques provide an auto-design process for the topology of deep neural network
architecture. Recent deep neural networks have been more complex due to their several layers and
nodes with links. However, most of the neural network architectures are designed by human experts [2].
Instead, NAS can generate the topology of a neural network architecture automatically. While NAS
has similarities with HPO, the difference is that NAS does not focus on parameter tuning.
2.2. Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
NAS has three stages: search space, search strategy, and performance estimation strategy [1,31].
In the search space, we have to define which architectures can be represented. To simplify the size
of the search space, it is necessary to incorporate prior knowledge. This stage is highly dependent
on human experts. The search strategy is the most important process in NAS; it determines how to
explore the search space. The performance estimation strategy evaluates the performance of neural
networks to achieve the goal of NAS, which is to find the architecture with the highest performance.
There are many different search strategies to explore the search space of the artificial neural
network, such as Bayesian optimization (BO), reinforcement learning (RL), and an evolutionary
algorithm (EA). HPO methods employ BO successfully; however, it is not appropriate to generate
topology of the neural network due to its goal being within HPO [32,33]. In order to design the
topology of the neural network, RL can be considered [34]. RL rewards the agents for their actions
distributed by their efficiency. EAs have been adopted by researchers to provide evolving artificial
neural networks. The characteristics of the EA methodology is that it generates the topology of neural
network architecture with its evolving processes. Since CoDeepNEAT has employed EA for image
recognition successfully [28], EA has been a focus of attention in the field. However, EA employs a
constructive algorithm which requires a minimum architecture for initialization. In order to overcome
this limitation, we will use the variable chromosome genetic algorithm (VCGA) with chromosome
non-disjunction [6]. It does not need minimum architecture since it uses a new genetic operation to
make the destructive method as well as a constructive method. Since the linguistic dataset we are
dealing with has not been tested previously, it does not have any sample of a minimum architecture as
well as a middle architecture. VCGA does not care for this issue as it does not require the minimum
architecture. It enables us to search the optimal architecture for the dataset. In particular, for this
reason, VCGA is used for the current language task since the final result of the experiment can show
the topology of the architecture.
3. Methodology
We used the modified NAS that is originally proposed in [6] in this experiment. It uses genetic
algorithms, where several genetic operators make different offsprings from their parents. The proposed
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method adopts a special genetic operation, called the chromosome non-disjunction, in order to allow
the destructive searching not possible in conventional auto-design artificial neural networks (ANN)
architectures [6]. The chromosome non-disjunction operation provides the variability for designing an
Appl. Sci. 2020, 9, x
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checker. Every individual has several chromosomes, which means layers and links. However, not all
individuals are runnable and learnable. Some have broken connections, and some have unmatched
input/output. The model checker and link checker classify these inappropriate neural architectures.
The NN architecture evaluator implements training and testing with deep learning. Users must
Appl. Sci. 2020, 9, x
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4.1. Distribution of Grammatical Sentences in Four-Word Level Sentences in Korean
4. Experiment
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Although our experiment is limited to the four-word level, the Korean language adds a great deal
Although our experiment is limited to the four-word level, the Korean language adds a great
of complexity into patterns due to its underlying syntactic operations. For example, the sentence in
deal of complexity into patterns due to its underlying syntactic operations. For example, the sentence
Table 1 counts as grammatical even though more than four words are present underlyingly.
in Table 1 counts as grammatical even though more than four words are present underlyingly.
Table 1. An example of input data.
Table 1. An example of input data.
Jane-i

Jane-i
Jane
Jane

Yepputako

John

Maryekey

Cipeysey

Malhassta

Yepputako
John
Maryekey Cipeysey Malhassta
pretty
John
Mary
home
said
pretty
John
Mary
home
said
1st input
2nd input
3rd input
4th input
1st input
input
input 4th input
“At home,2nd
John
said to Mary that Jane3rd
is pretty.”
“At home, John said to Mary that Jane is pretty.”

4.2. Experiment Setups
4.2. Experiment Setups
We ran the experiment of NAS on Korean grammaticality judgment data. The initial neural
We ran the experiment of NAS on Korean grammaticality judgment data. The initial neural
network of our NAS model is shown in Figure 3. This neural network consists of one input layer,
network of our NAS model is shown in Figure 3. This neural network consists of one input layer, one
one hidden layer, and one output layer. This hidden layer has five nodes and Rectified Linear Unit
hidden layer, and one output layer. This hidden layer has five nodes and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
(ReLU) as an activation function. The loss of the initial neural architecture model is about 0.270816.
as an activation function. The loss of the initial neural architecture model is about 0.270816.
Parameters of these experiments are shown in Table 2.
Parameters of these experiments are shown in Table 2.

Figure
Figure 3.
3. Initial
Initialarchitecture.
architecture.
Table 2. Parameters of experiment.

Parameter

Value

Population

50

Generations

30

Mutant rate

0.05
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Table 2. Parameters of experiment.
Parameter

Value

Population
Generations
Mutant rate
Cross-over rate
Non-disjunction rate
Learning rate
Criterion

50
30
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.01
MSELoss

4.3. Experiment Results
Figure 4 shows the entire evolution process of the experiment. The number of chromosomes
means the complexity of the neural architecture. It starts with five chromosomes within three layers
and grows to nine chromosomes. The loss of an auto-designed neural architecture starts from 0.270816
to 0.000096. The final architecture has a linear layer with five nodes and five links to the output
layer from a linear layer, as shown in Figure 5. It added a connection to the output layer from the
hidden layer every evolution step and converged after generation 6. The resulting topology we have
in Figure 5 is rather interesting. While there has to be one-to-one correlation between the input and
output, the five outputs of the hidden layer are added into the one input of the output layer. In other
words, the five outputs are identical.
The final result of the experiment shows that the initial neural architecture with the loss of
0.270816 is successfully evolved into the converged neural architecture with a loss that is close to 0.
In each evolution stage, we have noticed the addition of links into the output layer by one. While the
mechanism
the addition needs to be explored, the final result with the loss that is8 close
Appl. Sci. 2020, 9,behind
x
of 10 to 0
means the NAS can successfully find a neural architecture for the Korean language data.

Figure
Evolution
process
of experiment.
Figure
4. 4.
Evolution
process
of experiment.
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Figure 4. Evolution process of experiment.

Figure 5. Final architecture of experiment.
Figure 5. Final architecture of experiment.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The results of this experiment show that it is plausible to apply the NAS method to linguistic
data. In spite of the complexity of the data we have used, the NAS method has been successful in the
automation of architecture designing. The experiment sheds new light on language modeling that is
generally focused on replicating word order patterns under recurrent neural networks. Furthermore,
this work contributes to the field of computational psycholinguistics, since the resulting model could
be associated to the block box problem of the generated language models. The result above shows that
a simple linear layer can learn the complex patterns in the linguistic data. However, the result of the
paper is somewhat limited due to the small amount of the dataset. In further researches, the expanded
dataset will be employed, and this will enable the direct comparison between the current NAS and
RNN. Furthermore, a modified NAS that can generate RNN will be also researched.
However, we need to improve the data with more inputs. We predict the number of inputs would
not affect the topology of the final architecture. In addition to this, cross-linguistic studies that involve
more than one language are in order for future research.
Furthermore, the final topology is rather intriguing in that it is not suggested anywhere but only
found in the automation of architecture designing. We speculate this structure to be language specific,
yet we need to expand our dataset as well as the methodology. This fork-like structure in Figure 4
needs to be investigated in various aspects; this will be done in future research.
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